ABSTRACT. For a semisimple Lie group G, we provide an explicit formula for the discrete series characters 0^ restricted to the identity component of a split Cartan subgroup, whenever the parameter lies in a so-called Borel-de Siebenthal chamber and G has both a compact Cartan subgroup and a split Cartan subgroup.
When G/K is a hermitian symmetric space, there exist positive root systems in <£ such that the sum of two noncompact positive roots is never a root. If X is dominant with respect to such a positive root system, 6 X is the character of one of the so-called holomorphic discrete series representations. In this special situation, S. Martens [5] and H. Hecht [4] have given explicit global formulas for the characters 0^. Whether or not G/K is hermitian symmetric, there exist positive root systems which satisfy the following condition [1] :
for each noncompact simple factor G ( of G, there exists exactly one noncompact simple root fy, and this root fy occurs at most twice in the highest root of G t .
(Borel-de Siebenthal property). The problem of computing the discrete series characters d x globally can be reduced, at least in principle, to the following rather special situation:
(a) G is simple and has both a compact Cartan subgroup B and a split Cartan subgroup A. Let j3 be the noncompact simple root for ^. Then |3 is as long as or longer than any noncompact root, and the system <$' of the roots in $ orthogonal to fi has at most three irreducible components. Moreover if 3>' has more than one connected component, then all but perhaps one are of type A x , and all the A ttype components consist of noncompact roots. Two roots a t , a 2 G $ are said to be strongly orthogonal if OL X ±<x 2 tfi<f>. For any strongly orthogonal subset S C $ consisting of noncompact roots, we set $ s = Q-linear span of S in 4>. LEMMA The proof of the theorem procèdes by induction on the dimension of G. The crux of the matter is to verify the consistency of our formula with Harish-Chandra's matching conditions [2] . Details will appear elsewhere.
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